
WRITING A CONCLUSION FOR A FIVE PARAGRAPH ESSAY

The five paragraph essay is the most common structure for writing essays. introductory paragraph, three supporting
paragraphs and a concluding paragraph.

They arrive at the campsite at night and haphazardly set up their nine-person tent. Conclude with a sentence
composed mainly of one-syllable words. Snakes, searching for either shade from the sun or shelter from the
rain, can enter a tent. A tent is only waterproof if the sides are not touched. The last sentence of the paragraph
uses the words "manipulation" and "senses" as transitional hooks. Totally disillusioned with the "vacation,"
the frustrated family packs up immediately and drives home. Was he creative enough? The first sentence of
this paragraph should include the "reverse hook" which ties in with the transitional hook at the end of the
introductory paragraph. Run-ins can range from unpleasant to dangerous, but the camper must realize that they
are sometimes inevitable. Sum up your writing in conclusion. Don't undercut your authority by saying things
like, "this is just one approach to the subject; there may be other, better approaches. The mini- outline tells the
reader that this paper will present Poe's use of imagery in three places in his writing: 1 description of static
setting; 2 description of dynamic setting; and 3 description of a person. You may find examples of good
introductions or even buy a custom 5-paragraph essay at professional writing companies. In this example, the
power one idea restated is that you have three cousins whom you do different activities with. Just like with the
introductory paragraph, you will mention your power twos in your concluding paragraph since one of the main
goals of this paragraph is to restate the main points of your essay. For example, an essay on Marx's treatment
of the conflict between wage labor and capital might begin with Marx's claim that the "capitalist economy is.
It is a good idea to finish your writing with something your reader can't expect. Introduction: Introductory
Paragraph See, first, Writing Introductory Paragraphs for different ways of getting your reader involved in
your essay. I love spending time with each of them for a different reason. Conclude by setting your discussion
into a different, perhaps larger, context. Conclusion reviewing three main points and thesis statement Enjoying
Your Camping Trip Each year, thousands of people throughout the United States choose to spend their
vacations camping in the great outdoors.


